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About This Game

Steamroll is an adventure and puzzle game with a touch of minigolf. It creates a steampunk atmosphere where you will have
to solve puzzles by designing and shooting steamballs from your vehicle to create ramps, walls, activate triggers, blow things

away, and more.

In Steamroll you are a young engineer in his first day of work and take control of the Scarabeus, the greatest new steam-
fuelled vehicle invention, while you try to survive in a crumbling mine and look for a way out.

The Scarabeus

Half beetle, half armadillo, this amazing rolling vehicle can transform and deploy itself into certain bases. This allows you to fill
the steam tank and, most important, to shoot steamballs.
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In its shooting form, the Scarabeus is connected to an underground resources tank. From there, you'll have to find out the best
angle to solve the puzzles this mine proposes. Precision and calculus are needed to push buttons, activate switches and open

doors.

Steamballs

These small spheric devices can be shot in several angles and intensity. You'll have to be careful using them, you'll have a
limited amount of resources in each deployment base. Steamballs can be filled with latest technology inventions, which will

deploy after the steamball is shot.
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Walls will allow you to create surfaces in which steamballs will bounce.

Explosives might be very useful to get rid of garbage and obstacles.

 Placed correctly, a ramp is the best way to reach higher places.

Explore this dark steampunk adventure and meet some weird characters in your great and dangerous escape. Use your skills
wisely and remember that patience is a virtue.
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Title: Steamroll
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Anticto
Publisher:
Anticto
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 Service Pack 1

Processor: Intel i3 1.8GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GeForce 260GTX series card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2500 MB available space

English,German,French,Russian,Ukrainian,Korean
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I give up. The main mechanic of this game seems to be overcomming the janky, oddball control scheme. If you can do that,
more power to ya. Now you'll just have to memorize 60 some odd levels as they zip past you at a zillion miles per hour. I guess
some folks might enjoy all that, but then again some folks genuinely enjoy Adam Sandler movies.. MY GOD this game is good.
The puzzles are challenging, but not annoyingly hard. The story is decent, and you're not bombarded with it. There is more
gameplay than cutscenes, which I always love. The only part of this game that I don't like is that it was over way too quick..
Game is dead and broken. If only refunds were a thing back when I bought this game.. Ballistick is taking those flash
games/animations we all use to watch years ago and bringing them back for a whole new style of fun! This game had me
laughing from the opening cutscenes to the dialog in the mission prep which is a nice bonus and didn't expect. Reminds me a lot
of PAYDAY, seeing what are your options from gaurds, objectives, entry points and ways to manuever around the level. At first
the gun mechanics feel weird like why press 3-4 buttons to reload. But after doing it a few times and playing with it for the first
few levels, its actually fun style of gaming. The pump shotgun, pressing left and right to♥♥♥♥♥♥the shotgun back every time
you shoot is fun and makes you think and slow yourself instead of running through all the stick enemies. The game paces itself
well with these gun mechanics and overall a nice system that works well. The beginning of the Ballistick is made really well,
introducing the player to the three different styles of completing levels; stealth (silence pistol), tactical shoot em up (assault
rifle), and balls out (pump shotgun). After the first levels of understanding each stlye, its up to you which style you want to play
the of the levels. Overall Ballistick is fun and surprises you with the story, dialog, and gameplay.. Nice additional levels.
I must admit, I used codes for some of the levels. lol

PROS:
- some interesting level designs.

CONS:
- some frustrating level designs.

RATINGS*°
- gameplay: B
- controls: B
- graphics: B
- sounds: B
- music: A
- replayabilitiy: C
- enjoyment/cost: B

Overall Score: B

Recommended to Buy: B
Recommend getting DLC (if applicable): C
Excited about playing the game's direct sequel: C

__________
* graphics & sound ratings based on relative quality with respect to the game's release date.
° using standard letter grading scale: A > B > C > D > F [ A=Awesome ... F=Fail ]. still alot needs to be done, but if you are into
heli and multirotor simulation this might be your thing, but the potential is definatly there.. Firstly. I will add I have never played
a RL game before More of a Union fan.

However as there is NO decent RU games out there I gave this a try and was So So happy I did.

Positives:
1.Graphics are great comparable to any AAA sports title. I have had no drop in FPS or any issues with a 3 year old rig on higher
settings.

2.Gameplay is smooth and as far as I am aware pretty accurate to RL play style. tackles are fun and you haev a lot of options of
set plays and tactical calls re defence alignment etc.
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3.Content - the create a player most games have these days its as detailed as I would want without being over the top. Carrer
mode can swap between manager, existing "superstar" or your created player which gives it a fresh take.

Cons:

Very few. However if I was being picky.

1. Key mapping/bindings I am happy playing with a controller but I would have thought its not challenging to allow me to alter
my controls. I usually play with Keyboard but without key mapping its impossible. Key mapping on controller perhaps not as
important but would be preferred.

2. Attacking set plays: such as Switch, loop moves and miss moves. You can elect to throw a pass 1, 2,or 3 players out but thats
it really. Considering there is defensive tactical alignment and altering defensive lines etc I would have hoped for a slightly more
detailed attacking system. currently the attacking "set play" consists of two types of backline set up for kicking options Thats it.
The rest is free for all.

Overall though its a really fun game with a lot of content, completely meets my needs for a rugby fix. Would recommend.. I was
longer looking for some detective game on steam, something with not long playtime, something not expensive, something kind
of funny, and with beautiful art style. I have to say i've just found it. Detective Grimoire is one of the games i will definitely
recommend to anyone who wants nice detective game :)

First of all, menu is simple and functional, nothing special, you can just adjust sound there and maybe switch to windowed
mode i think. Main character, detective Grimoire is funny guy, with great dialogues. At the beginning, some officer will
introduce you into the case. After that, whole "island" in marshes is yours. You can go anywhere, click on anything, talk to
anybody, collect items, just everything to solve the murder. There are also some simple puzzles to solve and also challenges for
every person you meet. I think that the game itself is not that hard, you can finish it in 3 hours with all achievements, you can
also receive trading cards. Soundtrack is also nice, and there is an option to purchase it, if you want. Different voice actors, who
did their job really well, dialogues are awesome thanks to them. The only negative thing is maybe controls. It's a Point&Click
game, so you can do everything with only mouse, but. If you want to go from one scene to another, you have to "switch" the
controls between "exploration mode" and "movement mode". In one mode you can click on everything and Grimoire will
interact with it, in other mode you can just move from scene to scene. Not really negative thing, it just needs time to get used to
it. I can't remember any other point&click adventure with same controls.

So, is it worth 7€? I would say yes, even when playtime is really around 3 hours. But that soundtrack, those characters, that art,
beautiful environments. This game really surpised me, and i am glad i've bought it. And actually it is "Overwhelmingly Positive"
on Steam, so i am surely not the only one with similar opinion :) But of course, price can be maybe higher for somebody, but
there are sales sometimes :) I would recommend to buy it for full price, as there is "mentioned" in the game, that maybe sequel
will come :) And i really hope it will.
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A super fun and realxing game.. Greed Corp is akin to checkers, easy to get into but very difficult to master. At first glance, this
game may appear to be overly casual. There are two building types in the game, one mortar unit type, one attack unit type, and
one transportation unit type. Play it a few times and you will come to realize that this game is anything but casual, frustrating
even. To win at all, you will have to be very careful of where you place your mining units which can collapse the platform your
other units are standing on. Play recklessly and you end up trapped with nothing left to do but pray for a miracle. I’ll conclude by
saying this, if you can stand playing checkers for a dozen hours or more, this game is right up your alley.. After playing Chains
of Satinav I fell in love with The Dark Eye universe.
Could not stop playing at all and only slept when exhaustion forced me to.
I really can't express my feelings for this story because it is so amazing.
The ending made me cry like a little girl. (in a good way c:)

If you liked Chains of Satinav, you simply SHOULD play Memoria, for it would be a great sin in the sight of the Twelve not to
play it.
. This game could be mildly equated to the Dwarf Fortress of space RTS 4X games. There are a lot of concepts here and
figuring out how to make them all work can be a bit difficult because they aren't all laid out for you. There is a big sense of
'what do I DO?' along with 'how do I do it?' The tutorial and in-game help files are only so useful -- Knowing that a ship
component has certain capabilities is different than knowing how it should be applied.

That being said, after playing a few times I have a much better grasp of the game. Ship blueprinting is IMMENSELY detailed
and a lot of fun if you're someone who likes to puzzle through building them to do what you want. The AI is kind of bad in that
you can get it accept and it will often propose horrendously bad deals. There is functional multiplayer, but the game isn't quite
designed for it because of timescaling.

Not bad for $5 if you dont mind the complexity.. This game is nice example of how to make games... NOT.

1. Who needs testers? Just release VN without checking if choices work as they should.
Santi has original strategy to take girl to bed. He is talking about ham that is very special, because it comes from pigs that only
eat acorns. After that she can choose to either go to bed with him or listen about that ham again... Into infinity. Game creators
probably wanted to make choice to go back to ship but instead they made a loop. Main character either wants to bang the most
disgusting person you can imagine... or spend rest of her life listening about food.

2. Nice soundtrack? Everybody mutes sound anyway... Right?

3. Details. Nobody cares about them. Make animation of ship sailing in front of sunset and forget about the fact that it should
have shadow. Nobody will notice!

4. Minigames! People just love them! Put them everywhere! You don't need real plot if you fill game with the most terrible
version of mach 3 minigame! People will go through your 20 minutes long story in 2 hours! Now they can't ask for a refund!

5. Story! Anything goes. It doesn't matter if it's good or bad. Just smash head into your keyboard - it will be better than Twilight
anyway... Right?

Ok - I'm done. I could write more but this game simply doesn't deserve to waste more time on it.
Just remember:
DO NOT BUY THIS GARBAGE. I purchased this simulator for the online sessions where we can help new members in the
hobby learn how to fly. For this reason, I can not suggest anyone get this simulator. The online session is absolutely horrible!
The sound is broken up, the models spawn on top of each other, and it only runs at about 2FPS if that. Most of the time it's just
a still image of a helicopter sitting in the air stationary.

Today (the same day I purchased this sim) I tried a session with a fellow member of my website and it constantly froze at
creating model. After about 30 minutes and multiple reloads I was finally able to get into the online session with him and again,
it was atrocious.

I tried the planes and wow, I didn't think it could get this bad. The trainer flies nothing like a real trainer. The P-51 flies nothing
like the P-51 and that 3D plane... It would not take off. It just sunk into the map. All planes should be removed from this sim,
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they are that bad!

Quads, I thought the planes were bad... The quads are absolutely horrible! If you want a descent quad sim, get LiftOff. It is
WAY better than this one for FPV.

And the cars, all 2 of them are worse than the planes and quads put together and again, should be deleted from this simulator.

Not everything about this sim is bad though. Single player mode for helicopters only, it is a fantastic simulator! Definitely
something that a new member of the hobby can use to learn how to fly these helicopters. And the training sessions are fantastic
to teach you how to not only hover in all orientations, but also in a Figure 8 and you have to follow it. Very good IMO for single
player ONLY!

My reason for getting this simulator was to help people in online sessions, and I can no way do that with how bad it is. And yes,
my computer can run this sim even before it was optomized for some HD4000 graphics cards. My computer is way over
powered for this sim, but wow, you wouldn't know that by looking at it...

If you want it for single player mode to teach yourself, it is great. If you want to do anything online, look at other sims.... Fun
game. Easy to grab a controller and play a map for a quick 5 minutes. It isn't a top-of-the-line 3d game but still enjoyable.
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